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and also Mac Transfer Universal is the best Mac data transfer tool that can easily help you transfer files between computers and mobile devices like iphone, ipad, ipod, macbook, etc.. Nowadays, almost all of people often use some mobile devices and they often transfer photos, music and documents to computer via USB cable. But USB cable has a certain limit, it is usually limited to 4GB. However, there are so many users who have a lot of photos, videos and music, they often need a way to transfer data between computers quickly, efficiently and safely. In this
case, it is recommended that you use Mac Transfer Universal to transfer files from computer to computer or from mobile devices to your computer. The following are what it can do, as it also serves as a tool that can easily help you transfer data between devices like iphone, ipad, macbook, etc. supports all versions of Mac OS filters Supports selective transfer for copying and even moving Uploading from mobile devices to computer. Downloading from computer to mobile devices. Most straightforward transmission with built-in parallel data transfer tools

Automatically and safely Automatically check file type and size Supports drag and drop upload Supports all versions of Mac OS Mac Transfer Universal is an effective tool, which can transfer data between computer and mobile devices. To transfer data between your computer and mobile device, you must download a data transfer program first. Then you can transfer data from device to computer and from computer to mobile device with Mac Transfer Universal. 2. Run the Mac Transfer Universal Software After you download the Mac Transfer Universal and run it,
you can use it to transfer data between computer and mobile device. 3. Choose Data Transfer Menu After you run the software, you can open the "Transfer Menu" in the software interface. It will display a prompt to select the source device and destination device on the screen. 4. Begin the Data Transfer To begin transferring data, you need to click the first button or the menu bar to create a new transfer session. 5. Manually Control Data Transfer If you want to manually control the transfer, you can also do so. Step 1: Select the Transfer Settings by clicking the

arrows in the upper-right side of "Transfer Menu." After that, you can select one
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